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APPENDIX A
-

U.S. NUCLEAR M6ULATORY COMMIS$10N
'

REGION IV

Inspection Report: 50-313/91-03 Licenses: DPk-51
50-36B/91-03 NPF-5

Dockets: 50-313
50-36B

Licensee: Entergy Operations, Inc.
Route 3, Box 137G
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Facility Name: Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO), Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: AND Site, Russellville, Arkansas

Inspection Conducted: January 18 through March 11, 1991

Inspectors: W. F. Smith, Senior Resident Inspector
Project Section A, Division of Reactor Projects

C. C. Warren, Senior Resident inspector
Project Section A, Division of Reactor Projects

L. J. Smith, Resident inspector
Project Section A, Division of Reactor Projects

S. D. Butler, Acting Senior Resident inspector
Project Section A, Division of Reactor Projects

C. J 'aulk, Acting Senior Resident Inspector
Project Section A, Division of Reactor Projects

M. A. Satorius, Project Engineer
Project Section A, Division of Reactor Projects

Approved: f< [ '3-74 d%
. T. Westerman, Chief Project Section A Date

Division of Reactor Projects

Inspection Summary

inspection Conducted January 18 through March 11, 1991 (Report 50-313/91-03;
50a368/91-03)

Areas Inspected: Onsite followup of events, monthly maintenance observation,
bimonthly surveillance observation, operational safety verification, refueling
dCtivities, followup of previously identified items, and licensee event report
followup.
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Results: I

Strengths

' Preparations leading up to the Unit 2 outage were very good. Information
flow between work groups was continuous, expectations were promulgated
early and appeared well understood, work scope and time lines were well
developed, and material needs were met well in advance of the outage
start. (Section 7.1)

* Posttrip analysis and restart activities following the Unit 2 reactor trip
due to the spurious reactor coolant pump (RCP) trip were conducted in a
safe and orderly manner in accordance with appropriate procedures.
(Section 3.2)

* The licensee quickly diagnosed the Safety injection Tank T3C boron
dilution problem and took adequato corrective actions to ensure Tank T3C
boron concentration remained within specification. (Section 3.6)

* The licensee took conservative action in response to the main feedwater
isolation valve (MFIV) failure to partially close during routine testing.
Reporting, repair, and testing activities were all effective.
(Section 3.5)

* Observed test activities.were performed in accordance with approved
instructions using calibrated test equipment. Surveillance test
activities continue to be adequate. (Section 5.3)

* Observed maintenance activities were conducted in accordance with
applicable procedures. (Section4,2)

Weaknesses

* The licensee failed to maintain accurate vendor drawings as necessary to
ensure correct design reviews. This resulted in a design deficiency on
control power transformers for ventilation fans associated with the Unit 2
emergency diesel generators A noncited violation was identified
regarding design controls. (Sections 3.4 and 9.1)

* Licensee employees failed to follow procedural controls to mitigate the
spread of contamination across a contamination area boundary. A noncited
violation was identified regarding the implementation of contamination
controls. (Section6.1).

On January 18, Control Element Assembly (CEA) No. 46 dropped into the
core. A subsequent licensee evaluation determined that the time
dependent, reduced power requirements of the Technical Specification (TS)
regarding dropped CEAs were not fully adhered to during the recovery.
There appeared to be minimal safety implications based on operation at the
end of reactor core life. The corrective actions appeared adequate to
prevent recurrence. (Section 3.3)
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* Actions taken in response to the fire in Motor Control Center (MCC) 864
were directed toward maintaining the plant in a safe condition; however,
improvement was needed with respect to timely emergency classification.
(Section3.1)

' The licensee's program to wait 30 days to prepare a justification for
continued operation (JCO) is only adequate if the operability
determination addresses all the relevant technical parameters.
(Section 6.2)
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DETAILS

1. PERSONS CONTACTED

N. Carns, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
+*J. Yelverton. Director, Nuclear Operations
*D. Boyd, Nuclear Safety and Licensing Specialist
M. Chisum Unit 2 Assistant Operations Manager

-K. Coates, Unit 2 Maintenance Manager i
'

R. Edington, Unit 2 Operations Manager
*R. Fenech,-Unit 2 Plant Manager .

|
+*J. Fisicaro, Licensing Manager

*C Gains Industry Events Manager
M. Harris, Unit 2 Project Manager, Outages

*L. Humphrey, General Manager, Nuclear Quality
+G. Jones, General Manager, Engineering

.

4*R. King, Plant Licensing Supervisor
D. Hims, Unit 2 System Engineering Superintendent
D. Moss, Radiation Protection and Radwaste Manager

1J. Mueller, Unit 1 Maintenance Manager
l

*R. Sessoms, Plant Manager.- Central
*B. Steinman, Environmental Qualification Supervisor |
*C. Turk, Nuclear Engineering Department Manager
*J. Vandergrif t, Unit 1 Plant Manager
H -Williams, Security Manager |

C. Zimmerman, Unit.1 Operations Manager

*Present at exit interview conducted on March 5,1991.

+Present at supplementary exit interview of March 8',1991. ,

The inspectors- also contacted other plant personnel, including operators,
engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel.

2. PLANT-STATUS

2.1 Unit 1

At the beginning of this inspection period, a startup was in progress after
replacing the failed main generator exciter with a temporary exciter. The
exciter failure was discussed in NRC Insper tion Report 50-313/90-50;
50-368/90-50. The main generator was placed on the grid at 5:41 a.m. (CST) on
January 21, 1991. The unit reached 100 percent power on January 23, 1991.

Main Feedwater Pump (MFP) A speed oscillated approx bately 150 revolutions per-
minute-(rpm):duringandsubsequenttostartup. On January 25, the licensee
adjusted the-reheat: steam flow to the main feedwater pump turbine to change the
control characteristics- for the steam admission poppet valves. This dampened
MFP A speed oscillations to less than 5 rpm, which the licensee considered
acceptable.

. . . _ _ _ __ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . - _ . _ - _ _ . . _ . -_ c _ _ _ __,_. _,
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The licensee also experienced problems with vibration on main generator
Pedestal Bearing No. 9. This bearing provided support to part of the temporary
exciter. On February 12, the turbine was taken of f line at 4: 28 a.m. to allow
shimming of the pedestal. The shimming was complete and the turbine was placed
back on line at 8:41 a.m. February 12. The unit returned to full power on
February 13, with occasional vibration continuing to occur, but not severe
enough to warrant shut down.

On March 1, the electrohydraulic valve on the control loop for Main Turbine
Throttle Valve No. 3 failed. As-a result the main turbine throttle valve
oscillated shut and then open. Power was reduced to 88 percent. The
electrohydraulic valve was repaired and the unit returned to full power. As of
the end of this inspection period, the unit was operating at 100 percent power.

2.2 Unit 2

At the beginning of the inspection period, the unit was coerating at 100
percent power. On January 18, CEA No. 46 was dropped during control element
drive mechanism surveillance testing. Reactor power was reduced to 97.5
percent for 28 minutes until the CEA was recovered (See paragraph 3.3 below).
After CEA testing was completed, reactor power was decreased to 88 percent
power to support turbine control valve surveillance testing. The unit remained
at 88 percent power while a small tube leak in Main Condenser B was located and
repaired. While repairing the leak, the condenser was removed from service and
power reduced to 86 percent. Following the repairs, the unit returned to
88 percent.

On February 1,1991 at 5:22 p.m. , Unit 2 tripped f rom 88 percent power. The
core protection calculator (CPC) had generated a trip based on flew projected

-

departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR). A differential relay had
actuated, tripping RCP B due to vibration caused by racking in a breaker on an
adjacent cubicle (See paragraph 3.2 below). The unit was returned to
90 percent power on February 2, where it remained until February 22, to
complete fuel burn up when the unit was shut down for Refueling Outage 2R8.;

At end of this inspection period, the unit was in cold sh, down for refueling
and other outage activities.

- 3. ONSITE FOLLOWUP OF EVENTS (UNITS I a_nd 2) (93702)

3.1 Unit 2 - Alert Classification Declared due to_ Fire in MCC B64

On February 23, 1991, after Unit 2 reached hot standby in preparation for
Refueling Outage 2R8, the operators attempted to manually place the main
turbine on the turning gear. A small fire developed _in the turning gear
breaker cubicle in MCC B64, resulting in the entire MCC becoming deenergized.-
Smoke was reported at 12:52 a.m., the fire brigade was dispatched, and the fire

- was extinguished by 12:58 a.m.

The licensee's initial response to the event was to focus on identifying
actions necessary to ensure that the plant was maintained in a safe condition,

l
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The lead operator was cautioned to stay focused on reactor controls. The
control room supervisor reviewed the TS to identify the most limiting
condition. Other members of the operations staff were asked to look at every
load on MCC B64 and identify other relevant TS requirements.

The licensee's emergency plan did not consider 11res less than 10 minutos in
duration to be classified as an Unusual Event, Therefore, an unusual event was
not initicily declared. However, any fire plus any potentially degraded power
train was considered to be an Alert classification, The licensee did not
recognize that they were required to be in an Alert classification pursuant to
their emergency planning in.structions until 3:40 a.m. The licensee then
notified the Arkansas Department of Health and the NRC duty officer. The alert
classification was immediately downgraded; however the licensee remaintd in an
unusual event classification based on the continued need for heightened
awareness.

Actions were taken to test the pilot cell voltage on the green train battery
since the normal charger received power from MCC B64. When the pilot cell
voltage was found below minimum, the swing charger v.n connected, supplying the
green train battery from red train power.

Repairs were promptly executed on MCC B64 and the electrical bus was returned
to service at 6:35 a.m. The licensee exited the unusual event classification
at 7:40 a.m.

During the event, the licensee entered and exited several TS action statements.
The most restrictive action was entered when the licensee realized that no
containment air radiation monitors were in service. They initially believed
tney were unable to meet TS 3.4.6.1 limiting condition for operation or the
associated action statement. As a result, the licenste entered TS 3.0.3 at
2 a.m. The licensee restarted the radiation monitor and exited TS 3.0.3 at
2:01 a.m. Upon further review, the licensee realized they had_ satisfied the TS
3.4.6.1 action statement due to the unit's hot standby condition. Therefore,
no action statements were violated.

The licensee _ recognized that an inappropriate delay occurred prior to the
declaration of an Alert. The licensee reemphasized the importance of early
emtrgency classification with the shift supervisors. Fur.ner, the licensee

plans to have-fully staffed shift engineers by March 31,-1991. The licensee
stated that shift engineers that rotate with the crew will provide improved
support to the shift supervisors over the current 24 hour shift technical
advisor coverage.

Actions'taken in response to the fire in MCC B64 were directed toward -

maintaining the plant in a safe condition; however, improvement was still -

-

needed with respect to timely emergency classification.

3.2 Unit 2 - Reactor Trip Due to Spurious Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Trio
_

On February 1, 1991,-at 5:22 p.m., the Unit 2 reactor tripped from 88 percent
power. The trip was generated by the CPC based on flow projected DNBR. The .

!

_ - .
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trip was caused by a degreded breater racking motor for the circulating water.

pump (2P3B-2H20). This breaker cubicle was adjacent to the breaker cubicle fori

RCp B. The degraded racking motor vibrated excessively when the breaker for
the circulating water pump was being racked into place. Th(s caused the RCP
inotor phase differential relay to actuate momentarily which tripped the RCP.

With a few minor exceptions, the plant response was as expected. The licensee.

documented and dispositioned the e.ceptions in their pot,ttrip report, Prior to
restarting, the !?censee performed testing necessary to ensure that they

1 accurately unders,;,od the cause of the trip. Restart activities were conducted
in a safe and orderly manner in accordance wit i the appropriate procedures. *

-3.3 Unit 2 - Full Length Control Element AssemblyJEA) Drop

On January 18, 1991, at 2:15 p.m., CEA No. 46 dropped into the core while the
lice'isee was performing CEA current traces. The licensee has routinely,

recorded Control Element Drive Mechanism Control System (CEDMCS) output signals
prior to performing the CEA exercise in order to have current base line traces
and in order to detect any abnormalities. Dur_ing that process, a cable

; connector cover fell and hit the CEA No. 46 circuit breaker. The resultant
! electrical spike was enough to cause the CEA to fall into the core. The

licensee entered the appropriate abnorrral operating procedure ( AOP 2203.03),
' lowered power to 97.5 percent, and successfully retrieved the CEA at 2:23 p.m.

A subsequent licensee evaluation determined that the time dependent, reduced
power requirements of the TS regarding dropped CEAs was not followed during the
recovery. The TS requires that during the period of recovery, the power should
be reduced te 94.2 percent. .The licensee identified the failure and reported
it on LER 91-003-00. Based on operation at the end of core life, there_appet's
to be minimal.-safety significance. The A0P was determined to be ambiguous with

! respect to. reduced power requirements. The actual power was within 3.3 percent
of the TS-required power level. A procedure change was implemented to remove
the ambiguities regarding reduced power requirements and the operations crews
were trained on the event. These corrective actions appeared adequate to
prevent-recurrence.

3.4 Unit 2. _Un,dersized Control power Transformer (CPT)n

' Ouring corrective actions taken in response to a previous condition report, the
,

licensee identified that the CPT which supplied control power to the Unit 2
|~ emergency diesel generator (EDG) exhaust fans was undersized.
| 50 volt-ampere (VA) CPTs were installes, when 100 VA CPTs were required by the
| electrical: drawings and _ found to be necessary _ for the worst case of f site power
i syst a grid voltage degradation scenarios. On Jann ry 18, 1991, at 4:44 p.m.
'

-

the licensee conservatively declared both EDGs to be__ inoperable and entered TS
3,8.1.1,d. The unit was _ operating at nearly full power at the time. The
licensee initiated a condit Sn report (CR-2-9' 033) to document the condition
and to provide for the necessary reportabil' 'd operability reviews and
corrective action. -

previous analysis had demonstrated that only one exhaust fan was needed per EDG
to provide the necessary room cooling. Current weather conditions were such

.- - - . - - . . - - - - - . . . - . - . . - . - . - - .--,- - -- .._, - -_ -
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that it was unlikely that even one exhaust fan was needed to provide cooling.
While analysis continued, the licensee issueo night orders to place the hand<

i switch for one exhaust fan on each EDG to the off position. Engineering
believed that the 50 VA CpTS were large enough for the voltage conditions that
would be experienced, if the EDGs were supplying the power rather than the
potentially degraded of f site power system grid. Placing the hand switch in the
off position effectively protected the undersited CPTs from postulated failures
that could occur if the supply voltage dropped while the fans were in service.

'This preserved one operable exhaust fan per EDG that could be called upon to
provide cooling if postulated low voltage on the system grid destroyed the
other CPT and disabled the associated exhaust fan. After placing the hand
switches in the off position, the licensee exited TS 3.8.1.1.d within the
2 hours permitted by the TS. The EDGs were determined to be operable with the
hand switches in the off position.

Analysis of the above as-found condition co..tinued. The licensee determined
that sufficient doubt existed that the as-found condition was within the design
basis and, therefore. it was necessary to report the condition under 10 CFR
50.72 (b)(1)(ii)(B) and also 10 CFR 50.73. The NRC duty officer was contacted
at 8:25 a.m. on January 19, 1991.

The licensee discovered this condition as a result of reviews conducted during
an electrical. drawing upgrade program. The licensee had plans to identify any
other configuratica control problems that could exist. lhe inspector
determined that actions taken by the licensee, af ter discovery of the'

undersized CPTs, were prudent and consistent with tb operating license.
Although failure to meet drawing control requirements is a violation of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, this licensee-identified violation is not
being cited because the criteria specified in Section V.G. of the NRC's
enforcement policy was satisfied.

3.5 Unit 1 - MFIV CV2680 Failure to Close Partially During Routine Testing Due
to Circuit BreWr7aT1u_re

MFIV CV-2680 has been routinely exercised to verify its ability to close if
emergency feedwater is initiated. On February 6, 1991, the valved failed to
move and breaker power was lost while executing Step-2.3.2 of Supplement I to
Procedure 1105.005, " Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control." As a result
the licensee entered TS Action Statement 3.4.4 at 3:40 a.m. They also reported

| the condition to-the NRC duty of ficer as required by 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(2)(iii).
A condition report was initiated (CR-1-91-0054),

The-licensee installed now thermal overloads and a new breaker. They conducted
motor operated valve actuator testing (MOVATS) and verified that the valve
performance data was similar to the data taken during the last refueling
outage.. Repairs were completed within the time frame required by the action
-statement. The licensee also increased the testing frequency from quarterly to

|- weekly until confidence was developed that the problem has been corrected.r

The licensee took conservative action in response to this failure. Reporting,
repairing, and testing activities were all ef fective.

i
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3.6 , Unit 2 - Boron _ Concentration in Safety _ Injection Tank T3C

On January 24, 1991, during routine sampling, the licensee discovered that the
boron concentration in bafety Injection Tank T3C was below the TS required
lower limit of 2500 ppm. The licensee entered TS Action Statement 3.5.1.a.
The caur. of the low boron concentration was believed to be back-leakage from
the reactor coolant system (RCS) via poorly seated check valves. The leakage
rate was determined to be very small, because the long-term effect on level was
negligible. The licensee stated that the low concentration sample was probably
not representative of the entire tank. To validate this position a portion of
the tank was drained and a sample from the remaining water was taken. The
boron concentration of the second sample was within the TS acceptable range.
The tank was then refilled with water from the refueling water tank which had
been previously samplec. t 2800 ppm. Two additional samples were taken from
Tank T3C after filling, to demonstrate that the concentration problem had been
corrected. The licensee declared Tenk T3C operable and exited the action
statement within 1 hour as required by the TS. The licensee initiated a
condition report to document the problem and provide for actions to prevent
recurrence.

While Unit 2 was in operation, the licensee initio w., a more frequent sampling
program (every Monday, Wednesaay, and Friday in lieu of once every 31 days) to
ensure that the boron concentration in safety injection Tank T3C was within the
TS range of 2500 - 3000 ppm.

The licensee quickly diagnosed this problem and took adequate ccrrective
actior.s to ensure Tank T3C boron concentration remained within specification.

'3. 7 Unit 1 - Make-Up Tank Hydrogen Pressure in Unacceptable Region

On Januar>- 27, 1991, while attempting to perform a 1 percent dilution of RCS
inventory, raise level of the make-up tank with no boron concentration changs
and increase tant hydrogen pressure, the make-up tank hydrogen pressure C -
raised.to an unacceptable operating region. The operator incorrectly
calculated the a nount of boric acid required and added 76 gallons of boron
solution insteac of 9 gallons. The control rods withdrew automatically to
maintain the-unit at 100 percent power. While the operator was inspecting the
boron solution he simultaneously began a hydrogen addition to the make-up tank.
The operator realized the boration error when control rods withdrew; however,
while the operator was calculating the amount of water necessary to
return the.RCS to the correct concentration, he apparently forgot about the
ongoing hydrogen aWiition. As a result, the makeup tank level and pressure
were approximately '/6 inches and 47 psig, respectively, which is with.n the
enacceptable ope-ding region per the " Makeup and Purifications System
Cperation" procedure, 1104.02, Exhibit A. These numbers were based on operator
memory becaure no entry regarding the event was included in the station log.
Failure to enter suf ficient detail in the log was discussed with the operations
manager who had previously ::ounseled the individual. This appeared to be an
isolated case. The operator did document the event on Condition
Report 1-91-0035.

_ - _ ,
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Ooeration in the unacceptable region of make-up tank hydrogen pressure
continued late into the next shi; ntil the makeup tank was vented to the
waste gas system bringing the hydragen pressure back into the acceptable
region. The inspector questioned the purpose of the curve and asked the
licensee to assess the potential for gas binding the high pressure injection
pumps due to operating in the unacceptable region.

The licensee requested additional information from B & W Nuclear Technologies
regarding the basis for the makeup tank overpressure curve. Based on the
information from B & W Nuclear Technologies, and an ac lysis performed by the
system engineer, the licensee determined that an operator would conservatively
have 20 minutes to isolate the discharge of the makeup tank prior to any
potential for gas binding the pumps. Therefore, there was no question of
operability of the high pressure injection system.

Further, during the upcoming maintenance outage, the licensee indicated plans
to install a motor operated valve on the discharge of the makeup tank which
will improve the licensee's ability to prevent potential gas binding of the
high pressure injection pumps.

Operability of the high pressure injection system was not affected by these
evolution *. Although the operator was successful in recovering from the event,
it did nd i g ear prudent for the operator to perform simultaneous evolutions.
This concern was discussed with licensee management and received their
concurrence. Further log taking ine.dequacies appeared isolated. These were
discussed with operations management and their corrective actions were
adequate.

3.8 . Unit 1 - Multiple Personnel Contamination Events (PCEs)

Following the inadvertent actuation of a fire header deluge valve which serves
the Unit 1 EDG, personnel were utilized to clean up the spilled water. They
obtained a contaminated hose which was not marked as contaminated to use during
the clean up activities and, as a result, contaminated themselves. The

| cleaning personnel attempted to decontaminate themselves without the assistance
' of health physics personnel. As a result of trying to decontaminate

themselves, they spread the contamination, and 15 personnel contamination
,

I events were recorded. The licensee initiated-a condition report to investigate
and correct the problem.

, The licensee informed the inspector that personnel involved misunderstood the
| management policy regarding PCE's. The licensee stated that the individuals

feared they would be terminated for becoming contaminated.

As a result of this event and others, management more carefully communicated
their policy to plant ~ staff regarding radiolegical discrepancies. The
clarified policy emphasized, "that provisions will be made to help individuals
who make a mistake and seek Health Physics assistance to correct the problem.
However, those who willfully violate, or those who condone or encourage
directly violating or bypassing radiolcgical precautions or rules will be heldi

' accountable." A licensee condition re ; ort identified the f ailme to adequately
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control contaminated hoses. Corrective action to provide adequate control of
contaminated equipment will be reviewed when corrective hetions are completed.

[ This is considered to be insped or Followup Item (IFI) 313/9103-01.

l 3.9 Unit 2 - Failure of one Contr ol Elerrent AssemblyjCEA) to Fully Insert
Following Reactor Hip

On February 22, 1991, the unit was tripped from 20 percent power as a part of a
L planned shutdown for Refueling Outage 2R8. CEA No. 66 stopped approximately

11 inches from the bottom. Shutdown margin calculations were initiated
| immediately to verify compliance-with TS 3.1.1.1. The licensee attempted to

lift the stuck rod and let it fall a second time, but they were not able to
move the CEA. Within 1 hour after the trip, the shutdown margin was verified

| to be greater than the minimum margin required by the TS. The licensee-

l commenced cooldown. After reaching cold shutdown, they were able to lift the
l' CEA by increasing the voltage and the duration of the electrical pulse sent to
I

the lif t. coil. The licensee had experienced a similar problem previously, and
at that time, Combustion Engineering had prcvided the licensee with acceptable
voltage-and durstion upper limits for pulling a stuck CEA. After successfully
lifting the stuck CEA, the licensee tripped the CEA power supply breaker. The:

[ CEA fully inserted. The licensee's actions were effective.
L
| 3.10 Unit 2 - Main Condenser Tube Leak

On January 25,1991, Unit 2 experienced a small tube leak in Section B of the
main condenser. The leak was detected via normal sampling and analysis of the
feedwater. The shift supervisor commenced the orderly isolation of Section B
of the main condenser. It was necessary to lower power to 86 percent to

: complete the evolution. The leak was repaired and the unit returned to 90
L percent power. The licensee's performance to resolve this balance of plant

problem was well planned and coordinated.

4. MONTHLY MAINTENANCE OBSERVATION (62703)

Station maintenance activities for the safety-related systems and components
listed below were observed to ascertain that they were conducted in accordance
with approved procedures, regulatory guides, and industry codes or standards
and in conformance with the TS.

.

'The following items were verified during this review: TS limiting conditions
for operation were met while components or systems were removed from service;

f approvals were obtained prior to initiating the work; activities were
L accomplished using approved procedures and were inspected when appropriate;
| ' functional testing and/or calibrations were performed prior to returning
| . components or-systems to service; quality assurance records were maintained;
'

. activities were accomplished by qualified personnel; parts and materials used
were properly certified; and radiological and fire prevention controls were
implemented when required.

Work requests werv reviewed by the inspectors on a periodic basis to determine
the status of outstanding job requests (JRs) and to ensure that priority was

|

:
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assigned to safety-related equipment maintenance which could affect system
performance.

4.1 Unit 1 - Repair of PCV-8308 on the Main Control Room Isolation Damper Air
Header

The inspector observed portions of the troubleshooting activities performed per
JR No. 4046. The. instrument technicians were charged with responsibility to
determine the cause of an alarm on Panel C141A, " Air Cylinder Pressure
Low / Regulator Back Pressure Hi," and then to repair or replace any faulty
equipment. Troubleshooting activities were conducted in accordance with
applicable procedures including independent verification of wire lifts and
reterminations. The problem was correctly identified and pressure regulator
PCV-8308 was replaced.

4.2 Unit 2 - Replacement of B Emergency Diesel Generator Combustion Cylinder
and 18 Month Overhaul

The inspector observed portions of Procedure 2306.005, " Eighteen Month
Surveillance EDG AN0-2," and Procedure 2402.147, " Diesel Engine Maintenance."
The ' licensee replaced the cylinder liners on the EDG B with an upgraded part
containing an improved seal. Installation activities observed were
accomplished in accordance with instructions. Calibrated torque wrenches were
used. Quality control personnel were present as required.

4.3-- Summary of Findings

Observed maintenance activities were conducted in accordance with applicable
procedures.

5. -BIMONTHLY SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATION (61726)

The inspectors observed the TS-required surveillance testing on the systems and
components listed below:and verified that: testing was performed in accordance
with adequate procedures; test instrumentation was calibrated; TS limiting
conditions for operation were met; removal and restoration of the af fected
components were accomplished; test results conformed with TS and procedure
requirements; test results were reviewed by personnel other than the individual
directing the test; and any deficiencies identified during the testing were
properly reviewed and resolved by-appropriate management personnel.

5.1 Unit 2 - Category E Valve Alignment Verification

The inspector observed portions of the monthly Category E valve alignment
check. -The verification was performed in accordance with Procedure 2102.01,
" Plant Preheatup, Precri ical Checklist," Attachment E. No problems were
.i de nt i fi ed .
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5.2 Units 1 and 2 - Performance of Main Control Room Pressurization Test in
Re~sponse to NRC Control Room Habitability Survey Concern

The inspector observed portions of the performance of Procedure 1409.161,
" Control Room Pressurization Testing Plan." Data was taken in accordance with
the procedure. Calibrated test gauges were used, Control room pressures were
determined to be positive with respect to the turbine building. However, for
the condition involving loss of offsite power coincident with control room
isolation, the pressure in the controlled access corridor (which adjoins
portions at the main control room) was higher than the control room. The
licensee indicated plans to modify the ventilation system in response to an
upcoming generic ' letter on control room habitability. The TS did not include a
surveillance requirement to verify positive pressure in the main control room.
The licensee's safety analysis report described design emergency makeup air
flow of 333 cfm to the combined control rooms to minimize infiltration.

As a compensatory measure, the licensee leak tested all penetrations on the
walls which bound the higher pressure controlled access corridor to ensure
there was no leakage. The ':censee had performed a 10 CFR 50.59 review which
stated that this compensat' sure was sufficient to meet the functionalo

goal of the design basis. rgency makeup flow balance was performed to=a

ensure that design condition e met and total emergency ventilation flow was
verified as a routine surveillance requirement.

Final NRC review of the test results will occur in combination with the
licensee's response to the upcoming generic letter on control room
habitability.,

5.3 Summary of Findings

Observed test activities were performed in accordance with approved
irstructions using calibrated test equipment. Surveillance test activities
continue-to be adequate.

6. OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)

The inspectors routinely toured the facility during normal and backshif t hours
L o_ assess general plant and equipment conditions, housekeeping, and adherencet

,

; to fire protection, security, and radiological control measures. Ongoing work
i activities were monitored to verify that they were being conducted in

accordance with approved administrative and technical procedures and that
proper-communications with the control room staff had been established. The
-inspector observed valve, instrument, and electrical equipment lineups in the
field to ensure-that they were consistent with system operability requirements;

| and operating procedures,
!

|- Ouring tours of the control room, the inspectors verified proper staffing,
| access control, and operator attentiveness. Adherence to procedures and TS

-limiting conditions for operation were evaluated. The inspectors examined
| equipment lineup and operability, instrument traces, and status of control room
!
t

,

-.
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annunciators. Various controi room logs and other available licensee
documentation were reviewed.

6.1 Unit 2 - Unsecured Electric Cord Crossing Boundary of a Contamination
Boundary

During a routine tour on February 7,1991, the inspector observed an electric
cord used to connect valve test equipment with output monitoring equipment
crossing a contamination zone without securing the point the cord crossed the
boundary. Consequently, the cord could move in and out of the contamination
controlled area without being properly surveyed. The practice has the
potential of spreading contamination without proper controls and was in
violation of Paragraph 6.5.3.d of the licensee's Procedure 1000.031,
" Radiological Protection Manual," which required that tools being removed from
contaminated areas' meet controls t.o mitigate the spread of contamination.
Failure to follow procedures is a violation of TS 6.1.8.a.

The licensee corrected the problem by securi" the cord and counseling the
individuals involved after being notified by the inspector. Since this was an
isolated case, the corrective action appeared to be adequate. This violation
is not being cited because the. criteria specified in Section V.A. of the NRC's
Enforcement Policy was satisfied.

6.2 Licensee Tracki_n,g of 10 CFR 21 Notification Regarding Target Rock
CorporationValve Marker Strips

On.0ctober 24, 1990, Target Rock Corporation notified the NRC that an improper
material substitution affecting marker strips supplied.with Target Rock
Corporation solenoid valves had been made. The substituted material had not
been demonstrated to meet the environmental qualification requirements of
10 CFR 50.49. On September 12, 1990, Target Rock Corporation had forwarded the
relevant' technical information in the form of a service bulletin to the

! licensee. -Target Rock Corporation did not notify the licensee at that time
that-the technical information was being sent to the licensee in compliance
with 10_CFR 21. As a result, the licensee had not prioritized the review of
the service' bulletin information. During the inspection period, the inspector

; performed a routine review to verify that the marker strip material
|- substitution deficiency was being properly handled in the licensee's problem

identification system. After being notified that the deficiency was reported
to-the NRC_in accordance with 10 CFR 21, the licensee elevated the priority for

l' _the review of the service bulletin.-

1
! The licensee -informed Target Rock Corporation of their failure to notify the
l licensee that the deficiency was reportable under 10 CFR 21. The licensee told-
L the inspector that Target Rock Corporation traced the failure back to a

personnel error within their organization. On February-28, 1991, Target Rock'

Corporation' formally advised the licensee of the 10 CFR 21 reportability of the
inappropriate material substitution. The licensee told the inspector that they
believed Target Rock Corporation's other customers were notified as well.

|
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The licensee initiated a condition report and developed a corrective action
plan. The nonconforming valves were located. The valves in the warehouse were
tagged and segregated, Unit 2 was in an outage at the time and repair of %.e
Unit 2 valve was determined to be a heatup restraint. Four vaives were lor
in Unit I which was operating. Those valves were identified to be located ..
harsh envircnment and thus subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.49,

The inspector verified that the requirements of Generic Letter (GL) 88-07 had
been addressed. The licensee.made a prompt determination of operability under
the requirements of their condition reporting system. The licensee immediately
established a ' plan with a-reasonable schedule to correct the deficiency. The
licensee had written an additional evaluation which, in combination with the
operability review, adequately supported the operability call. However, the
operability review alone did not address all the relevant technical parameters.
Relative humidity was not addressed in the operability -review, but it was
addressed in the additional evaluation by the environmental qualification

-engineer. A secondary function of the marker strip was to provide insulation
from ground and between terminals when used with open back terminal boards.
This function would be potentially affected by humidity.

The inspector expressed concern over the licensee's policy that allows 30 days
before filing a JC0 pursuant to GL 88-07. In view of the adequacy of the
-combined operability determinations, the inspector found no problem in this
case. However,.-the licensee's policy to wait 30 days to prepare a JC0 would
only be adequate'if the operability determination addressed all the relevant
technical parameters in future occurrences. This 10 CFR 21 followup is closed.

6.3 Units 1 and 2 - Control Room Boundary Reestablishment

The-inspector conceptually evaluated the licensee's compensatory actions taken
during: control room boundary maintenance. The actions were implemented in
accordance with Procedure 1409.325, "Centrol Room Boundary Reestablishment."
The work plan provided compensatory actions necessary to reestablish control
room integrity in less than 5 minutes following a control room isolation
signal.

The procedure addressed general compensatory measures such as ensuring that the
redundant system was operable before a control room ventilation system was
secured. The procedure also addressed requirements to continuously post
personnel at breaches and to stage materials necessary to provide a temporary
seal should a control room isolation signal be generated.

Licensee calculations determined the postulated time from chlorine detection to
incapacitation to be at least 6.6 minutes. This appeared to permit sufficient

; time for the operators to don respiratory equipment and to execute manual
|1 establishment of control room integrity. Procedural requirements were already
' in place to ensure that control room personnel don self-contained breathing
| appartus (SCBA) within 2 minutes of determination that actual high chlorine

concentration caused the isolation. Regulatory Guide 1.78 requires the
operator to demonstrate that they can don SCBAs within 2 minutes.

1
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The licensee further noted that high radiation and smoke detection also caused
automatic actuation of the control room isola. ion system. Neither of these
actuatiers mandate immediate isolation. Resaonse within 5 minutes would have
minimal ei ects on dose calculations or smo'.e accumulation.f

The inspector reviewed the compensatory e.tions with Region IV management. It

was concluded that the licenue'; ;/.... would be in full compliance with the TS
and that the intent of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criterion 19 would be met. The
necessary 10 CFR 50.59 reviews were performed to ensure that the design basis
was not degraded.

6.4 Unit 2 - Failure to Maintain Flood Doors Properly Closed

During a routine tour on February 7, the inspector observed that all the latch
dogs were not secured on the emergency feedwater pump room doors in accordance
with the posted instructions. The inspector also noted that High Pressure
Safety injection (HPSI) Pump C room door latch dog appeared latched when it was
not. One of the latch dogs on the door to HPSI Pump A room would not move.
After the inspector notified the shift supervisor, he instructed the waste
control operator to do a complete walkdown of the flood doors and initiate any
necessary job requests. The licensee had a program to verify that these doors
were properly secured at the beginning of each shift. Scaffolding crews were
working in the area in preparation for the outage. The shift supervisor
contacted the scaffolding crew to emphasize the importance of properly closing
flood doors. There have been no further problems identified as of the end of
this inspection period.

6.5 Possible Nuclear Safety / Quality Concerns Process

During this inspection period, the inspector noted that the licensee had
developed and implemented the "Possible Nuclear Safety / Quality Concerns
Process " This process was developed to communicate empicyee concerns rel ting
to nuclear safety and quality to the appropriate level of management for a
response.

The steps for the empicyee concerns process were as follows: (1) notify
immediate supervisor for response, if response is not satisfactory; (2) proceed
up reporting chain, exercising licensee open door practice', (3) call the
possible nuclear safety / quality concerns coordinator; (4) an investigation is
conducted and results documented; and (5) response is fed back to employee.

Licensee employees were notified of this process at the plant wide employee
information meeting on January 15, 1991, and by Information Center displays.
The general employee training process also included information about the
possible nuclear safety / quality concerns process. Exit forms for exiting
employees or contractors have been modified to include nuclear safety / quality
concerns.

|
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7. UNIT 2 - REFUELING OUTAGE ACTIVITIES (60705; 60710)

7.1 Planning for Refueling Outage 2R8

The inspector attended numerous planning sessions held by licensee personnel
prior to the beginning of the Unit 2 refueling outage. Broad scope management
status meetings, as well as detailed working level meetings, were routinely
attended to evaluate the adequacy of licensee planning effort. With few
exceptions, the inspector noted that personnel had an excellent understanding
of upcoming outage activities under their purview. Management involvement at
all levels was good. Although design work for some modifications was not yet
completed'at the start of the outage, the planning process for the affected
jobs was ongoing. The inspector concluded that the overall level of planning
was gom ,

7.2 Draindown-to Reduced Inventory

The inspector 6 served preparations for draindown of the RCS to reduced
inventory and iso observed portions of the drain down.

The licensee maintained several administrative controls. The inspector
observed that the licensee: (1) limited the number of containment breaches
during reduced inventory, (2) had plans to restore containment integrity should
it be necessary, (3) provided for three power supplies to safety-related
equipment (one EDG and two offsite supplies), (4) monitored level using two
independent level indicating devices which tracked within 10 inches until the
lower device indicated-33 inches, (5) assigned a dedicated draindown operator
to-monitor level, (6) recorded level every 15 minutes, and (7) performed daily

. estimates of time to boiling:and time to uncover the core.

On February 26, the licensee experienced a problem with the RCS level
transmitter calibration which had previously been identified during Refueling
Outage 2R7. The elevations in the calibration procedure were incorrect. As a
result, the level instrument readings were approximately 9 inches less than the
tygon hose readings. The licensee typically used the lower of the two readings
when controlling RCS level, but it was necessary to resolve the difference
prior to going to midloop operations and removing the primary manways from the
steam generators. On February 27, the level instrument (2LT4791) was
recalibrated using the corre:ted calibration' procedure. After recalibration,
the level instrument reading exceeded the tygon hose reading by only 2 to
3 inches. RCS draindown was completed at 7 a.m. on February 27.

The licensee's investigation led them to a temporary change to the procedure
for calibrating the level instrument during Refueling Outage 2R7, which had
expired but had not been incorporated for use on Refueling Outage 2R8 and
later.

The licensee had previously identified a programmatic problem witn temporary
procedure changes on a condition report and had designated the above temporary

-change as one which needed incorporation prior to the next time the procedure-
was to-be used. However, the assigned individual did not complete the task.
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The licensee had previously corrected their programmatic problem as part of the
planned corrective actions. The licensee stated that, as a result of this
event, they plan to expeditiously complete fncorporation of the rest of the
temporary changes that may have inappropriately expired rather than scheduling
the incorporation activity prior ta procedure use. The inspector reviewed the

. licensee's current procedure change control program. There was adequate
corrective action to prevent recurrence of the above problems.

7.3 Summary of Findings

All activities observed were performed professionally and within license
requirements. Observed draindown activities were well controlled and in
compliance with GL 88-17, with the exception that the second independent RCS
level indication has not been installed in the control room yet. A tygon hose
was used during this draindown. The second independent control room level
indication will be installed during this refueling outage.

8. FOLLOWUP ON PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS (92701, 92702)
1

. Closed) Violation 313/8623-01 (EA 88-192): Splices Not Qualified In(8.1
Accordance With 10 CFR 50.49

This item was identified during the first round environmental
qualification (EQ) inspections and was part of an escalated enforcement action.
The splice configuration identified in the Notice of Violation consisted of
Scotch "23/33" brand tape.

The licensee has revised the design drawings that govern the installation and
use of environmentally qualified taped splices, prohibiting the use of Scotch
brand tape for those applications. The only acceptable taped splice for
environmentally qualified applications at ANO was an Okonite brand splice
constructed in accordance with Orawing Numbers E-52, Sheets 16A and 16E, and
E-2052, Sheets-37A and 37E (Units 1 and 2, respectively).

The licensee has performed walkdowns of splices at ANO and has ensured that the
'

existing taped splices are qualified in accordance with 10 CFR 50.49. These
efforts were done as a result of this citation and other emerging issues in the
area of environmentally qualified taped splices in the industry. The licensee
has been cooperative and responsive with regard to the taped splice issues, and
.has shown much improvement in the EQ area overall. This item is closed.

8.2 (Closed) Violation 368/8805-03: Inadequate Corrective Action for Leaking
Emergency Diesel Generator-(EDG) Fuel Line

This violation was the result of inadequate and untimely corrective action by
the licensee af ter temporarily repairing a pin hole leak in a pressurized fuel
-line on EDG 2K48. Tne licensaa's engineering staff failed to communicate to
the plant staff that the eilver brazed repair was only temporary and that a
permanent replacement was required.

- - _ _
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The NRC identified the lack of documentation to certify that the repair was
acceptable in August 1987 via NRC Inspection Report 50-313/87-23; 50-368/87-23.
The inspectors were not aware at that time that the repair was intended to be
tempora ry. In NRC Inspection Report 50-313/88-05; 50-368/88-05, a Notice of
Violation was issued because the . licensee had failed to take any action on this
issue.

The licensee replaced the fuel line on August 12, 1988,. in accordance with Job
Order (J0) No. 00763593. Additionally, the licensee had implemented a new
condition reporting system to preclude reoccurrences. Under the new system,
such issues could be placed into the licensee's corrective action program and
would be tracked by management. This item is closed.

8,3 [ Closed) Violation-363/8825-01: Failure to Properly Torque Fasteners

This item involved the use of a torque adapter when torquing two cap fasteners
on Check Valve 2CVC41B without the indicated torque being adjusted to
compensate for the torque adapter. In addition, the torque wrench was not
calibrated with the adapter as required by Procedure 1405.011.

The licensee counseled the individual performing Procedure 1405.011 for
disregarding procedural instructions. The licensee considered this to be an
isolated case of poor performerce. Additionally, plant engineering contacted
the valve vendor. The vender recommended that the studs be loosened and
retorqued at the correct values. The inspector reviewed JO No. 00797590, which
documented the work. Procedure No. 1405.011 was replaced with Procedure
No. 1025,020.

Subsequent to this a similar violation occurred as discussed below

(368/8940-01). Although the corrective actions taken in response to
Violation 368/8825-01 may have been inadequate, the additional actions taken in
response to' Violation 368/8940-01 appeared.to solve the problem. This item is
closed.

8.4 (Closed) Open Item 368/8829-04: No Documentation for Electrical
penetration Assemblies (EPAs)

This item was initially identified as an Unresolved Item in NRC Inspection
Report 50-313/86-24;.50-368/86-24. The item was downgraded to Open
Item 368/8829-04 due to. additional information being available to the NRC
regarding the environmental qualifications (EQ) of electrical penetration
assemblies (EPAs). The licensee was to incorporate the information into the
AN0 EQ program. The licensee has obtained the test report that satisfies the
EQ requirements for the EPAs for Unit 2, and the inspector verified that it was
incorporated into the licensee's EQ file. Based on the above, this item is
closed.
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8.5 -(Closed) Open-Item 313:368/8829-05:' No Documentation for MOV Crimp
Connectors-

This item was initially identified as an unresolved item in~.NRC Inspection
Report 50-313/86-23; 50-368/86-24. It was downgraded to Open-
Itew 313;368/8829-05 due to additional information being made available to the-
NRC concerning the qualification of the crimp' connectors. The crimp connectors
were found to be-qualified for; approximately 8 years when-subjected to a
boiling water _ reactor accident environment.

The licensee elected to replace the crimp connectors with splices fully
qualified for.a pressurized water reactor accident environment. Some splices.

were constructed with qualified heat shrinkable material while others were.
- constructed of tape. The tape configuration,-while considered qualified by the
licensee, was evaluated as unqualified by the NRC. The licensee, therefore,- a
replaced the unqualified configurations with' qualified splices in accordance 1

with' commitments made totthe NRC.

Based on the replacement of the crimp connectors with qualified splices,-this
_

item is: closed.- -

8.6 ,(Closed) Open Item =313;368/8845-01: Review the Licensee's procedures-and-
Controls for the Oe of-Safety-Related Vendor Manuals

This item involved followup review of the licensee's procedures and controls
fort the use of' safety-related vendor. technical manuals that have not been '

validated as being site specific. Based on-additional reviews of the
. licensee's control of-technical manual usage as part of the-inspection

. documented in NRC. Inspection Report 50-313/89-07; 50-368/89-07, this item is
closed.

.8.7: (Closed)-Violation 368/8910-03: ATWS Equipment Not Installed by Commitment:
'

-Date:

The licensee was- found to be in-violation of-tne required implemen'tation '

-

scheduleL for installing equipment to mitigate: the consequences of an:

anticipated transient:without scram ( ATWS) in MayJ1989. The licensee admitted
the' violation occurred due to its failure to. formally request anEextension in-

the schedule when it was found that the-schedule-could-not-be met.i

'

In June 1989,;the-N_RC-provided a safety evaluation report'for two portions of-.-

the ATWS protection and reiterated that toe third portion should also be-
:mplemented. The three dystems:proposeo for compliance with 10 CFR 50.62-

| consisted ofia diverse reactor scram system (DSS),_ a_ diverse initiation--of a.
- turbine' trip'-(DTT),Jard a diverse actuatio'n of-the auxiliary feedwateri

- system (DAFW).~~The DSS and DTT-were installed in November.1989. The DAFW-was
scheduled to be' installed during Refueling Outage 2R8 in accordance with Design:

. Change Package (DCP)189-2053.

' Based-on the. completion of the DSS and DTT , and the scheduled-completion of the-

-

DAFW, this item .is closed.

.

|
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8.8 (Closed) Violation 368/8940-01: Failure to Properly Torque Fasteners

This item involved the use of a universal joint when torquing fasteners on the
fuel injector collar plates-for IDG 2K-4B without the indicated torque being
corrected, as required by procedure.

The licensee stated that the reason for the violation was that craft personnel
performing the work were unfamiliar with the adjustm 9ts necessary when usir.g a
universal with a torque wrench, and the training they received on the use of
torque wrench adapters did not include universals.

All subject fuel injectors were removed and inspected. Procedure 2306.05 was
revised to provide torque values, and Procedure 1025.20 was revised to
eliminate the section for calculating c~ 'ection factors for torque wrench
adapters by craft personnel. It now requires that maintenance engineering
provide-instructions for each use of such odapters. Formal training of craft
personnel of the revised requirements of the procedure was completed by
March 30, 1990.

Based on a review of the above procedures and JO No. 00797590 used to retorque
and inspect the fuel injector nozzle collar studs and the air start check valve
stud nuts, this item is closed.

8.9 -(Closed) Violation 313:368/8940-03: Failure to Maintain Appropriate
Plant Procedures

This item involved the failure to maintain consistent torque values between the
technical manual and applicable plant procedures.

Plant Procedures 2306.005, 2402.096, and 1025.020 have been revised to
incorporate appropriate _ torque values. Associated vendor manuals have also
been reviewed and revised with appropriate torque values.

Based on a satisfactory review of the above procedures, and associated
technical manuals this item is considered closed.

8.10 (Closed) Deviation 313/9011-02;368/9011-01: RG 1.37 Instruments Not
-Labeled

The. licensee had-failed to meet the provisions of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.97
regarding the labelling of instruments intended for use during accident
scenarios. -The licensee committed to provide temporary labels and train the
operators as to the significance of those instrumera

The inspector verified that green dots had been installed on the appropriate
instruments in accordance with the guidance of the RG. The inspector also
discussed the dots with licensed operators and found the operators to be
knowledgeable as to the purpose of the dots and the function of the
instruments.
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The licensee issued Procedure 1305.028, Rev. O, " Reg Guide 1.97 Instrumentation
Verification," to ensure that any modifications performed during an outage
would be adequately reflected in the control room. The Unit 2 procedure was in
the review proce::s at the time of the inspection and was not reviewed by the
inspector. The licensee required all licensed operators to perform a walk
through with a checklist of all instrumentation associated with RG 1.97. This
item is closed.

9. LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) FOLLOWUI (92700)

9.1 (Closed)- LER 368/91-002-00 undersi.ed CPTs Due to Drawing Control
Failura

As described in Section 3.4, tiie licensee discovered undersized control power
transformers. The licensee had plans in place to identify any other
configuration control problems that could exist. The inspector determined that
actions taken by the licensee, af ter discovery of the undersized CPTs, were
prudent and consistent with the operating license. Based on the review of this
licensee's actions described in Section 3.4, the LER is closed.

10. DNSITE MEETING WITH LICENSEE MANAGEMENT

On February 27, 1991, members of NRC Region IV management met with lic w ee
management onsite to discuss the results of the licensee's improvement programs
and recent plant events. An outline of that meeting and the associated
attendance list is provided as Appendix B to the letter forwarding this
inspection report.

11. EXIT INTERVIEW

The inspectors met-with members of the Entergy Operations, Inc. staff on
March 5, 1991. The list of attendees is provided in paragraph 1 of this
inspection report. At this meeting, the inspectors summarized the scope of the,

j inspection and the findings. The licensee did not identify as proprietary, any
' of the material provided to, or reviewed by, the inspectors during this

inspection.

A'second exit interview was held with the Director of Nuclear Operations on
March 8, 1991, to discuss possible changes in the disposition of findings
discussed during the initial exit interview on March 5. Attendees are also
indicated in paragraph 1 of this inspection report.
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I. -ATTENDEES

A. ENTERGY OPERATIONS

K. MCKEE, ENTERGY OPERATIONS BOARD
F. TITUS, ENTERGY OPERATIONS, DIRECTOR NDE GRANDGULF
N. CARNES, VICE PRESIDENT OPERATIONS
G. JONES, GENERAL MANAGER ENGINEERING
L. HUMPHREY, GENERAL MANAGER NUCLEAR QUALITY
W. CRADDOCK, GENERAL MANAGER NUCLEAR SUPPORT
R. FENECH, PLANT MANAGER, UNIT 2
J. VANDERGRIFT, PLANT MANAGER, UNIT 1
R. SESSOMS, PLANT MANAGER, CENTRAL
J. FISICARO, MANAGER, LICENSING
G. PROVENCHER, MANAGER, QUALITY ASSURANCE
T. WEIR, MANAGER, MATERIALS
R. LANE, MANAGER, ENGINEERING STANDARDS AND PROGRAMS
R. KING, SUPERVISOR, LICENSING-
C. BURGER, LICENSING SPECIALIST
D. BOYD, LICENSING SPECIALIST
E. WILLIAMS, TOTAL QUALITY IMPROVEMENT, FACILITATOR

B. NUCLEAR RFGULATORY COMMISSION

R. MARTIN, REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR, RIV
S. COLLINS, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF REACTOR PROJECTS, RIV
J. JAUD0N, ACTING DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF REACTOR SAFETY, RIV
T. QUAY, PROJECT DIRECTORATE, RIV-1, NRR
C. GRIMES, PROJECT DIRECTORATE, RIV-2, NRR
T. ALEA40N, PROJECT MANAGER, UNIT 1, NRR
S. PETERSON, PROJECT MANAGER, UNIT 2, NRR
L. SMITH, RESIDENT INSPECTOR, ANO, RIV

II. OPENING REMARKS

A. STAFFING
B. 1991 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

III. ANO OPERATIONS OVERVIEW

A. UNIT.1 PERFORMANCE

1R9 SUMMARY-

IM91 OVERVIEW

B. UNIT 2 PERFORMANCE

2R8 OVERVIEW

C. CENTRAL PLANT PERFORMANCE
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IV. DET/ BUSINESS PLAN

A. BUSINESS PLANT STATUS / 1991 OUTLOOK -

B. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS UPDATE

V. SPECIAL TOPICS

A. TOTAL QUAllTY IMPROVEMENT
.

B. POTENTIAL NUCLEAR SAFETY / QUALITY CONCERNS PROCESS

C. PART 21-(RADNOR ALLOYS) SUMMARY

VI. CLOSING REMARKS
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